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Five Scot princesses Judy Corristock Sally Galbreath
Esther Gordon Mary Ellen Jacobson and Sue Ralston will
vie for the honor of Homecoming Queen

In the spotlight as this years Homecoming play is The
Glass Menagerie
a drama by Tennessee Williams which
won the New York Drama Critics Award
Director Winford B Logan comments that the award
in the part of a faded remnant of
Southern geniality Jeanne Robinson as her pitied crippled and
Laura
shy daughter
William
Thompson as Tom her indifferent
and unsympathetic son who strives
and Robert
to escape reality
Wills as the long awaited gentle
man caller

winner has been acclaimed as one
of the most famous plays of the
modern theater
Those bringing this drama to
the Wooster stage are Anne Kopf

IVCF Sponsors
Moody Color Film

Tickets go on sale for this production next Monday in the
Speech Office at 100 The curtain
rises on the evenings of Oct 13

a Moody
Hidden Treasures
film
Science
color
Institute of
will be shown tomorrow evening
Oct 1 in ScotAuditorium at
745 and 9 pm sponsored by
Chirstian FellowInter- Varsity
ship Admission to the film is
free
Similar to last years Red
River of Life this film from the
series
Sermons from Science
beyond
through
space
probes out
the Milky Way
The camera and microscope explore the intricate beauty of a
snow crystal and the multitude of
Jife forms in a drop of sea water
The spiritual message reveals
God as Creator comments Kent
Bull IVCF president Dicsussion
of the film will follow at the IVCF
meeting Sunday afternoon

14 and 15

Mr David R Batcheller is in
charge of the settings and working
with him are Rachel Abernathy
make- up artist
Larry Amstutz
sound technician fyjarg Bullitt
and Fran Johnston assistant carpenters Fred Burton stage carpenter Glen Hartzler stage electrician Barb LaSalle costume
mistress Mary Jane Long prop
mistress and Bill Skelton stage
manager
Glen Hartzler and Jim King
electricians Joyce Measures prop
mistress and Jeanette Treat costume mistress will add their con-

tributions
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PROMENADE ALU
Wooster Scots neglect the HifMand
Fling and turn to square dancing in the Galpin parking lot
tonight See Senate star

Campus Girls Eleci Dorm Officers
During Individual House Meetings

The Queen elected by the three upper classes next
Monday will jeign over festivities
beginning Oct 12 Polls will be
open Monday 5 to 6 pm and
7 to 10 pm They will be located
on each floor of the large womens
dormitories each section each offcampus mens dormitory and one
of the off- campus womens dormitories Men living south of the

Senate Runs Dance
Holds Class Voting
Students will vote on Monday
to fill Student Senate positions

officers last Sunday night with that were not filled last spring
Offices to be filled in the Stuthe exception of Holden Hall where theJ officers were tempordent Senate are th freshman
arily appointed by the junior residents Elections will be classs woman senator male senaheld later when the freshmen are better acquainted
and the
tor and senatoratla- rge
male senator and senatoratla- rge
Holdens temporary officers in
and Mary Lou McCorkel repreelude Sue Wilson president Jean
in the sophomore junior and sensentative to the WSGA Advisory
Bowman vice president and social
ior classes
Board
secreKennedy
Each class will also elect a
chairman r Kathy
Peggy Jacobi treasurer
tary
In Babcock Linda Cartner was class president and one senior
elected president Trudy Patter- woman wiHDe chosen as HomeCarolyn coming Queen
vice president
son
ViolinistA square dance sponsored by
Peirce secretary Joan McKenzie
Senate bedns tonieht at 8 Dm
the
treasurer and Nicola Healy repreat the Galpin narking lot and will
To
sentative to the Advisory Board
continue until ll15v Refreshyt
Comptons new officers are Ben- ments will be served
The faculty recital of Michael
Booker president
Marcy
nie
Davis a new violin instructor
At a meeting sept zz ine- en
Mead
vice president Lynne Lar- ate appointed seniors Jack Wilson
here will be presented in the
Chapel Sunday evening at 815 son secretary Antra Priede trea- and Monte Whiteted to the car
Dr Gore head of the music de- surer and Gail Guptill represen- permit committee
Sandria Niedus was appointed
partment will accompany hinfon tative to the Advisory JEJoard
in
The
Westminster
women
to fill the Academic Board posithe piano
Mr Davis who was bom in elected Sharon Cooley president tion left vacant by Judy Hanson
Englandattended the Fuildhall Carol Coulter vice president who did not return to campus this
Ellen fall
secretary
School of Music London and Joan Brink
Pat Anderson and Al Sorem are
Stoatliche Hochschule Fur Music Thornton treasurer and Liz Sloan
the
to
Advisory
representative
the coordinators of Homecoming
in Kohn Germany
weekend
He began his concert career at Board
the age of six He appeared as a
The officers in Wagner are Becky
soloist with the Major Symphony Baird president Liz Nelson vice
Orchestra in Britain and has given president
Jane Mallory secreconcerts extensively both there and tary Carol Whitacre treasurer
on the Continent
and Broeck Wahl representative
On Nov 8 the college student
Winning prizes since he was to the Advisory Board
body will be given an opportunity
nine he has been awarded the
Scot Cottagers elected Kathey to indicate their presidential preFirst Prize in the International
Burgess
president
Susie Yant ference in a mock election
Carl Flesch Competition and a
Dianne Pirkey
Five chapel programs will be
Gold Meda Prize of the Worship- vice president
Rosemary
Franks
treasecretary
presented to discuss the issues and
ped Company of Musicians
Included in his selections will surer and Gretchen Smith repre- candidates of the national parties
Al Klyberg co- chairman of the
be Sonata in A Major Vivaldi sentative to the Advisory Board
Young Democrats Club will inChaconne Bach Sonatensatz
Susan Southwick was elected
Brahms Poeme Chausson president inthe French House augurate the Chapel addresses on
Oct 3 Oct 10 will find Larry
Paganini
Sonatina
Mary Madden vice president
Caldwell delivering the RepubliJannette Kinney secretaryt- reasurer
can side
Chem Club and Barbara Kinney represen- Mr William Coleman Ohio
tative o the Advisory Board
Democratic Chairman and Mr
Behoteguy Houses officers are Robert Taft Jr Cincinnati ReSarah Trach president Marilyn publican will be the outside
Dr Walter Olson a member of Miller vice president Mary Ni- speakers on Oct 17 and 25 rethe National Aeronautics and nan secretary- treasurer and Judy spectively Nov 7 both campus
Space Administration in Cleveland Pollock representativ W the Ad- clubs will share the podium in
wjjl speak at the first meeting of visory Board
a last appeal to the voters
the Chemistry Club next Thursday evening at 715 in the first
floor lecture room of Severance
Hall
According to Dr T E Ferington club sponsor meetings are
by Lloyd Wollstadt
held on the first and third Thurs- UN Rebuffs Mr K
days of each month These meetThe Afro- Asian bloc gave a cool reception to Premier Khrushings arft under the direction of
Judy Walker senior president of chevs demand that Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold get out of
the United Nations and his suggestion that the UN get out of the
the club
United States
A forum on Vienna presented
by students wffo participated in Clashes Over Castro
a recent study trip to that city
While relative calm has greeted the New York stays of governis included hr the plans for the ment heads Khrushchev Kadaf Gumolka Tito and Nassar supfirst meeting of the German Club porters of Fidel Castro have clashed several times with anti- Castro
Monday eyepmg at 715 in Lower Cubans One clash resulted in the death of a niney- earohi
girl
Babcock
Nixon- Kennedy on TV
New officers will be elected by
Presidential candidates Richard Nixon and John Kennedy
the club which is open to all
from Chicago last Monday clashed in the first of four debates to a
students of German
natipnwide radio and TV audience Domestic policy was discussed
The next debate is scheduled to originate in Cleveland on Oct 7
TOPS IN POPS
and will cover other campaign issues

Girls dormitories elected

Instructor
Perform Sunday

campus vote in Livingston men
north of the campus in Douglas
The women from Behoteguy vote
in Compton Run- offs will be held
at the same times on Tuesday if
necessary
Judy Comstock an English major and potential teacher from
Huron Ohio has been active in
Senate Frosh Apprentices and
summer reading committee She is
also remembered as Compton
dormitory president and a junior
resident
Also headed for a teaching
career this time in fcrt is Sally
Galbreath from Mercer Pa
Sallys activities include womens
self- government
plays womens
athleticassociation Peanuts as
pledge master and president ICC
as president
and cheerleading
this years captain
Esther Gordon a biology major
is headed for a career in medical
research A Lancaster Pa girl
Esther has been active on the
Index and Voice in Girls Chorus
as president this year Kez and
cheerleading
Back from Washington Semester
in connection with her art major
Mary Ellen Jacobson hopes to go
into college teaching She too
has seen service on the Voice and
freshman apprentices as well as in
concert arid Westminster choirs
Suzanne Ralston from Niles
Ohio is a chemistry major with
an eye toward medicine as a career Susie has been active in the
SCA Chemistry Club Young Republicans and Peanuts

Rush Teas To Begin

Chapel Speakers
Argue On Issues Social Club Activity
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MICHAEL

DAVIS

Violinist- Instructor

Federation Sells Concert Tickets
First Program To Feature Rabin
The campaign to sell season tickets for the four concerts sponsored by the Wooster Federation of Music started last Monday and
wilk probably last through tomorrow
When the campaign is declared closed no niore tickets will be
sold No tickets are sold separately
and can be bought only by the will present the third concert on
season

Dec 6

Michael Rabin a violinist will
play at the first concert on Monday Oct 24 at 815 in the Chapel All four concerts will be presented in the Chapel
On Monday Nov 14 Pierette
Alarie a coloratura soprano and
her husband Leopold Simoneau
a tenor will entertain for the second concert
The Wooster Symphony Orchestar directed by Alan Collins

Leon Fleisher a pianist will
play at the final concert Monday
Feb 27
Unreserved seat tickets are being sold for 3 and 6 Reserved
Checks
seat tickets cost 750
may be made payable to the Wooster Federation of Music and
mailed to Mrs Goss Twichell 329
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Mrs John C Johnston jr 1118
Quinby and Mrs Clyde Bartlett
1660 Barbara Drive can provide
information on the confurther
Liberty
and
tickets
certs

Deutsch
Plan For Meetings
1
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Rushing officially opens this
Sunday for all Sophomore women
and transfer students according
to Sally Galbreath ICC president
The first round of the social whirl
will consist of teas presentethSunday afternoon by each of the seven
womens clubs
From 230 to 330 rushees will
attend teas given by Ekos in Lower
Wagner Imps in Compton Parlor Kez in Babcock Parlor and
Trumps in Wagner Parlor From
4 to 5 Peanuts will be in Babcock

BOOK STORES MOVE
Today the campus book
store post office and bank
started their move from the
present Student Union to
Hoover The post office and
the bank will be open for
business o n Monday although the book store will
remain closed temporarily
Parlor Pyramids in Wagner

Par-

lor and Sphinx in Compton Parlor
Rushing continues the following
weekend in a more informal vein
with parties given by each of
the clubs Each rushee will attend
two parties
On Friday night Pyramids will
hold forth from 7 to 9 pm and
Ekos from 930 to 1130 pm On
Saturday Trumps will meet from
7 ta 9 am Imps from 915 to
1115 Kez from 1130 am to
130 pm Peanuts from 7 to 9
pm and Sphinx from 930 to

1130 pjn
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Soots Forum

As the womens social clubs move into their fall rush
cpocnn tViriA mipctinnc aricf In th minrta nf Snnhnmorfi
women and transfers How do I get in a club Which club
should I join Why should I join The how is conveniently
nncwpriprl hv tVi annual T C C nnnpl r1ierilsinn nn rnsflinff
As for which cub one soon discovers it makes very little
difference since everyone forgets who pledged what club
soon- after Dog Patch Day
Therefore it is the why of it that represents the big
question All too often however no one remembers to question
why until after the fall fuss is over and theT clubs return to
their usual state of nothingness
One might well wonder why the administration as well
as the students have permitted this time- wastingW institution
to survive so long at Wooster while more valuable organizations have been squelched in their infancy for the sin of
taking too much precious time away from academic pursuits
Two solutions to the incongruity seem evident The
nearly- meaninglesssoeial clubs can be forced to bow out in
favor of more specialized organizations or they may improve

To Dr Wise
To the Editor
The Voice
Last weeks column The World
and IJs misrepresented the spirit
Yes yes Dr Wise we can
of my article in its headline 180J survive we can live to bury the
WITNESS RISE Or TRIBAL NA- dead Yes we can build a country

co

TIONALISM I did state that differences in tribal heritages contribute to nationalistic sentiments
By this I meant that the particular
traditions of his tribe give to an
African a sense of pride in the dignity of his historical past and encourage him to create for his nation new communal bonds
However nationalism is a larger loyalty than tribalism in most
African countries Political boundaries established arbitrarily during the colonial period generally
brought segmentsxf many tribes
together as a single- fialion African leaders are now trying to
create national unity in addition
to not in conjunction with tribal
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more vital year- round program of fun friendship
service to which theoretically they are all dedicated

and

i

Booh StoAe jbilemma
In the past two weeks complaints have been rsed about
the lack of supplies necessary to start classes and the book
stores apparent inefficiency and confusion
Mrs Holden manager of the book store answered
these complaints by explaining that the confusion- resulted
from numerous changes in plans for the location of the book
store which created unusual difficulties in setting up an efficient system this fall
Last summer plans were made to move the book store
to Hoover Cottage before the students arrived on campus in
Books and supplies already in the book store
September
were packed into boxes and stored for the summer To alleviate the work involved in moving the complete stack of
books orders were placed later than usual so the new texts
could be delivered directly to Hoover
Because of the Hoover fire and other complications a
decision was made to place the bookstore in the former music
appreciation room Books and supplies had to be unpacked
and a systenVseTup to make materials available to students
Because of limited space all supplies could not be unpacked
including paper- back books and writing materials which are
still being stored
Only books for introductory courses were available Saturday Sept 17 and with student help the book store women spent all day Sunday setting up shop for upperclassmen
Some texts still cannot be found because of the confusion of
moving into the present inadequate book store
Occasionally not enough books were ordered because
classes were enlarged at the last minute SucnNan increase
in class size could not be foreseen last summery when texts
were ordered
v
In addition soW books went out of print before the
Orders were placed Since the professors did not find this
out until classes began some students had to do without texts
One ought to keep in mind that the bookstore evenunder
unusual conditions ordered from 8000 to 10000 tftoks
this summer and the greafTrrajority of these texts are in students hands The book stores personnel deserve compliments
instead of complaints for what they have done in overcoming
their difficulties
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TV

mommy

wont help anymore

The World and Us

Schreiber Lea
Concerts Sightseein
Dr
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plement Study

David Seaman was oM of 18 Wooster students
and three from other colleges who studied German on the eightweek study tour led by Dr William L Schreiber of the German
Department

Editors Note

by David W Seaman

An afternoon in the

Johann Strauss
Rococco theatre
Vienna woods

park listening to the waltzes of

a Mozart operetta performed in a gilded
horseback and carriage rides through the
these and many other dreams came true

for a group of 18 Wooster students under the leadership of Dr
German department
This group augmented by the
Schreiber family and three students from other schools sailed
in June across a stormy sea in
a tiny converted troop ship But
with
the arrival in Holland
prespeeches and band music
6afe
enCpfJi
and
pared everyone
joyable summelnja Mercedes
bus the group traveled through
Germanys beautiful Rhineland
Heidelberg Munich and even
stayed overnight in a medieval
German city on the way to Vienna
Once in Vienna the students
buckled down to a schedule of

WANTED

Cerles near Innsbruck some went
to Venice others to Zagreb Yugoslavia and one adventurer even
went to Budapest A trip to look
at the watch towers along the border was very interesting
Best of all was Vienna itself
with its own hospitality its own
architecture its own dialect and
a very special kind of Gemuetlichkeit lurking in every coffee house
in every bowl of goulash soup and
on every tram it is a spirit which
enchanted for eight short weeks
the WoosterinVie- nna
group and
won Vienna a place in their hearts
forever

strong enough with hate and fear
to carry on a war to exterminate
every disagreeable man
Yes we can teach our children
to calmly sit and draw five mile

circles around every major city
in the United States Yes we can
even come to know that life means
nothing but survival Yes we can
do all these things and more
because fear can be communicated
and we can know that Gott ist mit
uns
But is man nothing more than

this Was this generation born to
survive Does free democratic society mean burial in 10 cubic feet
of air and seven gallons of water
If all this is true then let me
ties
I am sorry my earlier statement die a heretic of the first order
But if the world can dare to
was misleading and hope its meanlive
and not survive with hope
ing has been clarified
then let us build our fortress of
Barbara Huddleston
love and friendship let our competition be for life not death and
T6 the Editor
survival
In last weeks Voice part of
Ian Whitlock
alheadline on page two read 180
Witness Rise of Tribal National
ism As one of those 180 American and Canadian students to
spend last summer in West Africa
I would like to say that as far
by Kathy Markwell
as I know we witnessed no such
Things here and there or bething
cause of our Scottish affiliation
Personally it seems that the should I say hither and thither
choice of this headline represents
a common stereotype or misunderStudents certainly have that
standing of Africa and African af- backfrom- themarket
look on
fairs The sentence in Barbara
laundry day Evidently someone
Hiradlestons article which promphis summer working at a
ted the headline reads as follows spent
grocery store and had to pay his
Differences in tribal heritages
tuition in shopping bags
and in patterns of colonial government have made the new political
n
i
ri uiiuvviiig
units intensely nationalistic
uucuuuiia is uuo
I will readily agree with any- tively a must these days Just picone who says that boojks could be ture yourself in our automat style
written on this topic and that one union not knowing how to obey
needs some background in African the mechanical kitchens orders
affairs to realize the significance Youre doomed Anything can
of the statement I wish to point happen after you put that coin
out however that the editor has in the slot It seems food machines
put the word tribal with the are the only places where we can
word nationalism to make an ex- get nothing for something
I
pression tribal nationalism
consider this paradoxical terminNow why would freshmen comology
plain about run- out Didnt ThorTribalism is an intense political eau advocate nice long walks
economic and social loyalty to
ones nation West African coun
If anyone is planning to be an
tries are in the process ot
of repiacinterior
replac
decorator consult the relng tricaiism wiith nationalism
stationed orphans of the Hoover
Mary Whiteman
fire and see how well theyve con
verted bachelor quarters into co- ed
cubicles

Campus Capers

Alumni Association Sponsors Tea
For Second Generation Freshmen

Sundays seven oclock sing was
quite a nostalgic experience Try
recalling some of the times you
and phonograph records of
Freshman
who
students
nave
sung those old favorites and
second
are
third and even fourth generall kinds for a Community
ation
students
will be feted at a reception in their honor The Alumni see if that doesnt bring back
BookArtRecord
Fair sponAssociation
will
sponsor this reception in LowefXalpin next Tuesday fond memories
branch
Wooster
sored by the
at
730
pm
of the American Association
Of th
Jon
ace
To any psychology major deluuviug
utv vS ctn
of University Women on Oct
lilt VluOO
Dawson
tis
Elizabeth
of
to
64
xn
invited
siring
this
51
event
io study an emotional per14 and 15 in the American
Gould
and
Rinehart
second
Get
are
son
hold of a Pittsburgher
Kbjalina
generation Wooster stuHotel Lobby
dents They are Arthur Acton Arthur Toensmeier
Proceeds will go towards
HT
I
Two students Michael Pensack
Mardia Adamis Barbara Baker
nonce now raucn less com using
the AAUW fellowship fund
Leonard Baker III Susan Biebel and Jane Painter can lay claim buying books was this semester
Collection cartons for books Louis Black III Mary Blum Na- as fourth generation Woosterians Someone
was really on the ball
and records are in the College deline Boland Nancy Bourns through their great- grandparents when it came to clearing
up that
library
John Braden Nancy Braund Pam- Janes mother and father were bottle- neck
ila Bfgwn Robert Brown Judith graduated from here in 1930 and
classes in German grammar and Carlson
1928 respectively while her jnaSome confused soa- ndso
forgot
conversation plus an exciting
werle
ternal
grandparents
both
beto
Chaucer
unload
books
the
Demi
Carol
Margaret Drysdale
course which displayed Viennas Bryan Dunlap Ann Francis Da- graduated in 1904 and hef great- ing used in Major British Writers
great art treasures Yet there was vid Haines Richard Hamilton grandfather in 1871
this semester Consequently if you
always time for movies
eg Charles Harley Peter Jones Fred Michael Pensacks mther re- have that course and would like
with Gary Cooper Kate
High Noon
Elizabeth King John Lath ceived her degree in 1941 his to keep up With the reading asspeaking German
concerts Yl
maternal grandparents received signment start paddling your
mwo uutvv mai y luteal
i
their degfees in 1916 and his canoe toward the Queen Mary
swimming dancing or just plairfl rJv PflIll
La M
great- grandfabher was a graduate which is on her way back to LonMcCorkel are also invited
Weekends meant travel time
of the classbi 1877
don
Barbara McCracken William
and the wandering Scots used it
well Many went to see the Pas- McCullough Thomas McDonald
David Mayne Lynda Miner Sarah
sion Play at Oberammergau
Koke Patricia Morley Thomas
everyone climbed up lofty Mt
Published weekly by the students of the College of Wooster during the
Morly David Mortensen John school year Opinions
expressed in editorials and features are those of the
Oberholtzer David Pancoast and udents and should not be construed as representing administration
policy
James Pope III arealso in the
Member of the Associated Collegiate Press and the Ohio College Newspaper
group
Kociation Entered as second class matter in the Pnst OflW Wnnoir Cihu
Monday October 3
Filling out the group of second
Student Senate President Larry
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generation
students will be Wil
Caldwell will introduce candidates
RACHEL ABERNETHY
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buzanne
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WilWhittington
and
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will speak on the Association
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Jim McCorkel will speak on his vid Baird Hugh Black Joel Bow- STAFF
Elwell Kathy Jamison Peggy Merit Linda Miner Dick Prince Anne TrousYA in Africa
man David Clymer Virginia Cur dale John Whinrey Lloyd Wollstadt Kenneth Morris
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Monday nights Kenhedy- Nixon television debate re
emphasized a disturbing fact of the campaignthough both
candidates urge vigorous Federal leadership in national
problem areas neither candidate offers any bold new pro
posals in these areas Neither can
didate is willing to raise new issues for debate
What Happened to the Great
Debate
asks James Reston in
the New York Times Aug 24
At the time of the National conventions he continues it looked
as if the two parties were going to
have a genuine debate about national purpose the role of the
Federal Government the growth
of the nations economy and the
state of its mind health educathe Presition and welfare
dential campaign is getting more
petty and personal as it goes along
Perhaps time prohibited

PROTKf

CORRECTION

and

the network newsmens questions

discouraged elaboration of the
primary domestic issue at stake
in November Shall a Democratic
President aggressively lead with
demands for more Federal remedial legislation or shall a Republican President moderately lead
local and state leaders of questionable responsibility to the national interest to solve national

problems with the minimum of
Federal legislation
Ultimately
shall the Federal role be greater
or lesser in setting the pace for
national unity of purpose before
the growing might of Russia
National problems cry for public reappraisal of national purpose Who better than the spotlighted candidates to lead the debate Yet the candidates only defended their respective proposals
One example Both candidates replied that they would continue to
fight internal subversion Neither
questioned Americas enormous
fear of subversion as an obstacle
to sound thinking on domestic or
foreign policies What part does
this fear play in the many preferred concepts of our national
purpose
If the candidates are too busy
defending themselves to analyze
national problems more deeply on
whose hands sit the ghostwriting
braintrusts of the candidafes
some of the best academicmindsl
in tne nation why
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by Bob Drummond

he SCA can be described as representative of one
movement jLJHovelnent whicrT has existed on Woosters campus in some form or another since its founding
1

The

many in our slogan refers to the many activities
directed through SCA which need our time Some of the
activities ask for volunteer service to orphaned children way
ward boys and small churches Some offer affiliate church
membership jobs as Sunday School teachers and youth group
advisers Some offer worship and discussion
and that includes all of us needs participating
Pledge time as well as money

SCA Budget
PROPOSED SCA
1960

Religion

BUDflU

1961

Life

Warship

70000
25000
20000
25000

Program

150000

in

Service
Publicity and Secretarial

Crossroads Africa

50000
10000

Conferences

350000

It is not one Sunday evening group

mm

I

3

Nft

M

cnapei speaner or one service
club rather it is one framework
encompassing many different activities ascribed to a religious na
ture One might consider it a co
ordinating body or the sum total
of the parts
One Frameworkj

mMHMMHMIHMMWMIMMlllMt

The one framework of theSCA
precludes no separation from the
student body No one clique or
group of pseudo- philosophers de
bating campus religious life in a
possesive manner constitutes its
co Hon J Bony
essence Instead it is you ItSs
Ministre de lEducation Nationale what
you make it If you feel the
Abidjan Ivory Coast
SCA earns the accolade of a
July 31 1960
good year
it must be through
Dear folks
your effort
1 his morning two of us crossed the lagotn to attend a Methodist
church service in a small village of sixty men and a hundred women
One purpose undergirds the
children are uncounted We took a fepry which is a large size row- many activities As in a simple
boat with seats for perhaps thirty people around the sides It is pro- formula the SCA exists solely to
pelled by a rather feeble exposed inboard motor We had to wait bring concerned persons together
nearly half an hour for the boat to fill women with enamel basins in Christian fellowship and enof wares purchased at market on their heads gentlemen carrying deavor serving as a catalyst with
meaningful if intangible results
newspapers and young barefoot children
The service itself was a fascinating adaptation of Christianity
Formal Program
by the African culture Except for the sermon the entire service
was sung by the whole congregation in the local dialect
young man
It is directed toward offering a
directed the singing chant- like melodies with four- part harmonies formal program to all
interested
were well- sung but produced a very different effect from Western through speakers and
lecturers
church music
conferences and discussion groups
CROSSRQADERS

meet Africans in unique summer program
of work and fellowship

Letter

J

WOOSTERITES TAKE TIME FOR SERVICE TO COMMUNITY
BOYS VILLAGE
A part in helping wayward
boys to learn to live with themselves and others is the Boys
Village volunteers reward
Almost every night of the week
college students head for the Ohio
Boys Town east of Wooster to
aid the small permanent cstaff A
group of 20 girls visits the Village
each week for an evening of informal dancing Tutoring boys in
school subjects with which they
are having trouble is another
phase of the program A chorus
guitar and piano lessons a photo
club an art club and a ceramics
club are run by Wooster volunteers
Ideas for new programs are welcome Those with special talents
i

who are willing to teach them to ject a mission center in the heart

these boys are needed
of the mining district The stumanual labor
provide
Bob Allen is the student to con- dents
land
clearing
cleaning
and retact for anyone interested in this
pairing buildings worship leadprogram
ership fellowship and recreation
leadership and their own decooked meals The
liriously
CARAVANS
lots of work to
Project
supplied
Paint in the hair home- grown
beef with potatoes drowned in be done a roof to sleep under
gravy the little electric organ in and many people to meet
the tiny white church and most
The weekend Caravan team is
of all the people these are all another
opportunity in service and
memories of one Thanksgiving va- another chance
to meet new
cation work camp in southern friends The
teams visit various
Ohio mining counlry
churches in Ohio to work with
Such a wofk camp is part of local congregations in worship
the SCA Caavan program At work and fellowship Students
spring vacation Woosterites tra- may cofflJpct Sunday morning worditionally velcome the season at ship services teach Sunday school
the West Virginia Mtituntain Pro classes present youth group programs or help with church work
projects
Talents in preaching teaching
worship leadership
recreation
leadership friendliness and muscles are all needed in the Caravan
this year headed by
program
Buffie Travis
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Children from Beacon House ancTtheij
counselor from Wooster have fun in the hydrant spray A
summer a this Presbyterian settlement house in Chicago is
an opportunity for service in the inner- city
STREETSKOWER
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little sister
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PIANO LESSON
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big sister from the college h ftps her
at the Childrens Home with a piece o f music
A

THATS THE ANSWER

A Wooster coed points out the

answer tea math problemfor a student at
She participates in the tutoring program

Boys-

Village

Operations Crossroads Africa
and the Beacon House in Chicago
represent in the pictures on this
page the opportunities available
for summer work
SCA will set up an information
centers this winter to inform stu

Cabinet

To achieve a semblance of co1
tinuity and to handle matters oV
operation representatives of clif
ferent organizations compose th
SCA cabinet which meets biweekly They include

r

Judi Martin Angejie Hopkins
WSGA representatives
Mary
Madden publications chairman
Louise Tate program chairman
Dave Robertson Religion in Life
chairman Bob Marshall service
representative Carlisle Dick worship representative Parker Myers
MA representative Jay Michael
treasurer Bob Drummond presi
dent

IVCF

Sunday Seminar vesper services on Sunday evenings an informal group for those interested
in the ministry as a vocation under the Inter- Varsity Christian Fellowship are activities under the
Worship Committee of SCA
Coffee milk and donuts fellowship time is part of the Sunday
Seminar which holds its meetings
at 9 am in Kauke 108 ijjscussions this year will concentrate on
the purpose and meaning of the
church in the modern world The
discussions are titled In but not
of the world Carlisle Dick coordinates this activity

Men interested in the ministry
as a vocation may join an informal
discussion group Jack Wilson is
in charge
Intej- Varsity Christian Fellow-

ft
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Whadya know

Wooster women can cook
their talent at a spring vacation work
camp in West Virginia
v
The men discovered

A trip
planned individually
through a Wooster industry and
a day at the fair are possible ac- dents about these summer pro
jects
tivities

WORK CAMPS

SCA

Vesper services are planned for
every Sunday evening at 615 in
Upper Galpin Student- organjized
and conducted they will last about
a half hour Attempts at various
and creative forms of Worship
will be tried Bill Kerr directs this
area of the Worship Committee

Ellyn Hamilton in charge of
the volunteer program at the
Childrens Home will announce a
get- together of interested big brothers and sisters to think of new
ideas for this year

Students who would volunteer
to teach children to play the piano
or another musical instrument
would be welcomed in the Childrens Home program also

Many feel they have but one
responsiDiiity to ine am U e to
annually dole out 5 and write
the whole business off not as an
incometa deduction either
True there tends to be one responsibility related to giving but it
is not merely the giving of money
It is the responsibility to give
ones self in a multifarious manner through work in a service
organization
through participation in programs
through constructive criticism of the undesirable in the status quo and through
self expression of ideas

Invite Students

ting

Some of the activities aie on
a group basis while others are

one

Vesper Services

at Halloween
attending football games and seeing the Little Theatre childrens
production arp thrills for boys and
girls from the Childrens Home
Land their college big sisters and
brothers
Trickortrea-

one person

with sub- organizations desi CTiea
to usefully employ freel
abilities and talents

Seminar

CHILDRENS HOME

1

te

I

For mostof us the church or religiononcam- pus
is our
cheapest activity in time and money Sure SCA wants and
needs our money hut the Cabinet would like to urge particularly the pledging of time

members

a

anyv

My church is my cheapest group membership
student commented

SCA

o

YOUTH

LEADERS

Sunday School Neachers and
Youth F e 1 1 o w s hi p Advisers
Wanteda chance to Lead and
Serve
This opportunity is open to
students who want to teach and
advise as they were once taueht
and advised in Sunday Schpoland
Youth1 rellowship days
SCA will try to place students
uv churches of their choice or
in churches where there is a need

SCA

ship or IVCF holds meetings at
2 pm every Sunday afternoon in
Lower Galpin The group also
sponsors movies of scientific and
religious import throughout the
year as listed in tfie Scots Key
Kent Bull leads IVCF

Calendar
tentative
V
Fund Drive
Dr Houston Smith Professor of
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

October 3- 6
November 9

Thanksgiving Work Camp
Christmas Carol Sing on Quad after Dr Leans Reading
February 12- 17
ReligioninL- ife
Week
February or March

j

Spring

Auction with Proceeds to
Operations Crossroads Afmca
Book Drive
for Library in Africa r

Spring Vacation Work Camp

i

VOICE

WOOSTER
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Friday

Human Reafons Seminar
Views Further Action On Sit- ins

Anfoc
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Si- tInsuppgrt demonstrations
by Ohio and other northern
college students last spring will
be studied as basis for further
action in the Seminar on Human
Relations at Antioch College Yellow Springs Ohio Oct 8
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Tan Sugar Kid
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Your Safest Shoe Store

Patronize Our Advertisers

Kenyon Lords in Gambier

Ohio

Rosensteil
Withington

Mortons Costume Jewelry
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Semi- Precious

THE COLLEGE
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of
WOOSTER

Ceramicsetc
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For

Mr Roberts

Thomas Hegger and Joshua

Lo-

gan

The story of the war fought
by the crew tf a Navy cargo ship
carrying toilet paper and tooth
paste in the back areas of the
Mr Roberts
Pacific
said Mr
Schutz is one of the outstanding
and successful plays to come out
of World War II
Steve Geckler will be Mr Roberts Robert Borum will play
Ensign Pulver Chuck Livermore
is the Doc and John Weckesser
is the ships captain Kitty Kelly
the only girl in the cast will play
Lt Ann Girard
Members of the ships crew are
Chief Johnson Carlisle Dick Dolan Sidney Leech Insignia James
Bode Stefanowski Robert Pisor
Doudy Gilbert Horn Schlemer
Jack Wilson
Mannion
John
Ferry Lyndstrom John Woodall
Wiley James Holm Gerhardt
Dean Messick and Reber George

NIGHT IS DATE NIGHT

From 5

RH
FB

Parents Day play director Mr
W Stanley Schutz announced the
cast this week for the World War
Mr
II comedy
Roberts
by

Many of Oriental Design

off

2

Gifts Schutz Names Cast

Custom Made at No Extra Cost

Stone

1

1

STREET

Inexpensive Jewelry of Many Colored

U

Siaie

Antioch student Daniel Chandler publicity chairman for the
Seminar said that several southOne of the states oldest gridiron rivalries goes into its
ern students will serve as resource
29th installment tomorrow as the Scots of Wooster meet the
persons for the workshops

The game will be the
He adds that the StudenVoV
violent Coordinating Committee second for both teams Kenyon downed Wilmington last
has already expressed full sup- Saturday 27- 7 while Wooster was
did Ohio and Hutchins Hodgson
measuring Ashland 44- 14
Co- sponsored
by the Antioch port
t
222 pound tackle from Atlanta
The Kenyon Wooster series Georgia both four year regulars
The six workshops will attempt
College Chapter National Student
Association arid the Central State to formulate proposals for what which began in 1890 was stop- lead the Kenyon attack this year
ped in 1927 but resumed in 1949 In addition Lave has seven other
College Chapter NAACP the Chandler calls experiments in
In the series Wooster has an 187- linemen and nine backs who
non- violent direct action
Seminar will conduct workshops
3
advantage The Laddies won earned monograms last season
1
Workshops will consider
to study methods of non- violent
easily last year 37- 12 and have among his 40 man squad
not lost since 1956 when they were
direct action and plan coordinated barbershops movie theaters etc
2 college policy
admissions on the short end of a 13- 12 tally
Three Frosh Prospects
student action against all forms of housing etc
kneel3 church
Two freshmen guard Pete Lund
Lave Takes Over
discrimination in the college areas ins
4 election day demonstraand
end Hubert Hicks will be
Under a new head coach and
represented by the delegates
tions to protest denial of voting
in the Lords starting lineup while
rights to colored citizens
5 led by 18 lettermen the Lords
Students from colleges and uni- lunch- counter and restaurant sit- hope to improve on last years 1- 6 another first year man Terry
versities in eastern Indiana Ohio ins and 6 picketing and selec- slate Art Lave formerly of Lo- Murbach has been impressive in
and northern Kentucky have been tive buying
rain high school has taken over practice
The Lords probable starting
invited to attend as well as reprethe coaching reins and has brought
The
Seminar
begins
with
regissentatives of organizations such
with him his Lorain line coach lineup is as follows figures in
parentheses indicate number of
as the Congress on Racial Equality tration at 10 am and ends its Dan White
CORE
NAACP and religious business at 5 30 pm Registration
Lave remarked before the sea- letters won
the
Seminar
at
is free and meals
Molczun 1
political social action and labor
LE
son that we know nothing about
Hodgson
3
the
in
LT
Antioch
cafeteria
about
are
groups
Ohio Conference football but are
Lund
LG
1 each
hopeful that we can field a team
r
Rollit 2
C
Hunter College student Paul
1
Peck
RG
will
that
give
of
gjod
account
a
Persons interested in attending
DuBrul who spent four months
Owen 1
RT
in
this
themselves
league
the
Seminar
delegates
as
sign
southern
may
traveling in
states for
r RE
Hicks
Co- captains
Bob Weidendorf
the National Student Association up for transportation in the StuWeidenkopf 3
QB
Walker 2
dent Senate office this week
LH
174 pound quarterback from Eu
will direct the Seminar

Aureole

995

September 30 1960

900 pm

Two for ytriePrice of One

for Our Special Dinner

Managed by Marcos

Ohio Hotel Coffee Shop
LOWER LEVEL

jdQVDQDUdaH

Case

John Rimmer David Newby
and John Boynton will fill the
roles of Shore Patrolmen Military
Policemen and Medical Corps-

i

Oct 5 men
Mr

discussing the
Sitting out
the war in the serene non- combat
areas of the Pacific was often
tougher for the sailors to bear
than theexcitement and horror of
combat
The cargo ships crew amuse
themselves in their tedium by spying with a telescope on the shower
room of Lt Girards fellow nurses
The discovery of this by Lt Girard
sets off a whole series of amusing
Schutz

plays setting said

Freedlanders
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Closest Shop to Campus

Myers Sharon Mohler and Sid Leech are your Wayne Co National Bank representatives

Open 7

Here is the most economical ancl safest way to manage college expenses

Open your ThriftiCheck Account now and receive with our compliments
this handy key chain handsomely embossed with the college W also
embossed on check book cover
ThriftiChecks cost less than money orders
Your name printed

FREE

Nc-

rninimum balance required

am

to 5

pm

Five Barbers
i

Where

on each check

Wayne County National Bank
Teveland- BeaU Office

Opposite the Hospital
v

WEIGELS DARDER SHOP
AT THE POINT

Closed All Day Wednesday

x

Museum Shows
Cleveland Exhibit
The Josephine Longv Wishart
Museum of Art in Galpin Hall
is currently showing the 32nd
Traveling Exhibition of Oils by
Cleveland Artists
1960- 1961
The exhibition will be on displayin the Wishart Museum through
Homecoming weekend Oct 15 being the last day
Circulated by the Cleveland
Museum of Art the exhibition
consists of 26 oil paintings by
Cleveland artists some of whom
won awards in the 1960 annual exhibition of work by Cleveland
artists and craftsmen The May
Show
The Museum is open Monday
through Friday from 8 to 12 in
the mornings and from 1 to 4
in the afternoons Saturday it is
open from 8 to 12 noon

y
Friday September 30 1960

WOOSTER

CKIellati Leads Afbeb
fls Scots

rush Ashland

Off to a great start
Paced by senior fullback Steve McClellans four touch
downs and conversion run for a total of 26 points the Scot
football team gave warning to future opponents as they
smashed a highly- rated Ashland
team 44- 14 last Saturday before yards untouched for the fifth Scot
3500 fans in Severance Stadium TD Bill Washburns running attempt on the PAT failed so the
Gains 119
Scots now were in front by 37- 7
McClellan who was the backAn Ashland fumble on the enbone of the Scot offense last year
kickoff gave the Scots the
suing
showed the onlookers that he is
ball again deep in Eagle territory
set to do the same again this
this time on the 8 yard line Jim
campaign In addition to his 26 Turner tried the
Ashland line
points scored Steve gained 119 twice and the
second time was
yards in 23 carries to lead the successful from
the 2lfor the
Scot ground attack
score Jim Gordon booted the
Jim Turner and Gary Williams extra point to close out the Scot
each added a touchdown to the scoring with a 44- 7 lead
Scot point total and balanced the
After the kickoff the Eagles got
running attack to keep the Ash- their only sustained march
of the
land defenses from concentrating day going and
ground out 62
on McClellan
yards in 11 plays to score on the
Wooster won the toss and last play of the game Duane
elected to receive with Bill Wash Brown passed eight yards to halfburn returning the kickoff to the back SytJ Gordon for the tally
Jcot 31 On the first play from and Jack Buchanan toed the placescrimmage Washburn fumbled ment to make the final score
the hike and Ashlands Dick Scar- Wooster 44 Ashland 14
borough fell on the loose pigskin
GAME AT A GLANCE
to give the Eagles possession on
Wooster Ashland
the Scot 28
Eagles Score First
Nine plays later the Eagles had
broken into the scoring column
Fullback Ron Payne picked up
in18 of the yards in 6 tries
cluding the last yard for the TD
Jack Buchanan toed the extra
point to give the visiting Eagles
a quick 7- 0 lead
The Scots came roaring back
but were stalled on the Ashland
41 from where McClellans punt
rolled dead on the Eagle 9 On
the first play Ashland QB Duane
Brown fumbled and Reggie Williams pounced on it to give the
Scots the ball on the Eagle 9
Turner picked up 4 Williams for
4 more and Williams again for
no gain made it fourth down
on the 1 McClellan then slashed
over right guard for the score
Washburn rolled out and flipped
to Jerry Collins for a two- point
conversion to put the Scots out
in front 8- 7
That closed out the scoring in
the first quarter The first half
of the second stanza was likewise
scqreless and featured several exchanges of the ballbut no serious
threat

Total 1st Downs

7
86
8
4
0
29
4

15

Net Rushing Yds
Passes Attempted
Passes Completed
Passes Intercepted by
Net Passing Yds
No Punts
Punting Average
Fumbles Lost
Yds Penalized

239
2
0

I
0
1

32
2

16

3
0

10

WOOSTER 44
Ends Cooksey Wims Baker Braun
Brand Barrette
Tackles Vandersall Uhler Emmons
Leigh Gibson

WOOSTER
Carries
McClellan
G Williams

Net Yds

Turner

The opening of the fourth

iff

Yesterday afternoon at Shellin
Field in Wooster a new intercollegiate sport had its formal beginning oiKthe Wooster Scot athletic
scene That sport soccer
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SIGN OF THINGS TO COME

Steve McClellan bursts off
the right side of the Ashland line for the first of six Scot
touchdowns in last Saturdays wj

Varied Experience

Lack Of Runners
Worries Munson

Ohio Conference

Sport Threatened

Summary

The smajlest squad Ive had in
observes Coach Carl
40 years
B Munson of the cross- country
team for this season Thus far
only six men are out for the sport
of which none are lettermen

NOTHING HOLDS LIKE

SPERRY TOP- SIDERS
For your personal safety afloat and ashore

Juniors
895

Oct 21- MUSKINGUM at Wooster
Oct 24 Slippery Rock at Slippery
Rock
J
Oct 28- CENTRAL STATE at
Wooster
Nov 1 Akron at Akron
Nov 5 Ohio Wesleyan at Delaware
Nov 8- Oberlin at Oberlin
Nov 11- OAC at Oberlin

Keefer

6

Burner

5

18
16

YOOSTER

FOR SALE

son

Best and Most Complete Lines
of
RECORD PLAYERS

Magnavox
Columbia

RCA

M
Fisher
V-

Decca

Service on Record Players
Radios and Tape Recorders

Wooster Minsk Center
up

Delivery Ph 2- 5886
South Side of the Square

Pkk-

PART OF

THE CITY OF WOOSTER

Second string

of-

fensive unit Little used Contact
Scot Athletic Dept
for non- slip safety
highest flexibility

White or Navy

Mens Womens
Juniors

greatest comfort

lHi

ON ANY DECK OR COURT

64

WOOSTER

6 Dinks No

FOUND

LOST

COMPANY

LUMBER

Call Andrews 414

At Shoe Sports Marine Dept Stores Write for
dealer name style folder

r

Box338T
Naugatuck

Conn
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No Business Merits
Your Support Unless
V
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SELECTION
RIGHT PRICES

PROMPT and EFFICIENT
SERVICE
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Cigarettes

We Think We Qualify

I

V

1
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THEATER
thru TUESDAY

that arrangements can be
rked out to play teams from
Oberlin Western Reserve Academy Kenyon and possibly Deni-

BE PROUD YOU ARE A

Net Yds
45

In adiitiqji to the two games
alreadir on the schedule it is

CLASSIFIED ADS

r

12

The squad of 20 whose experience ranges from none at all to
four years of high school competition began practicing a week
ago and- have been working out
daily since that time

Games This Week
AKRON at DENISON
Heidelberg at Otterbein
Marietta at MT UNION
OBERLIN at Hiram
OHIO WESLEYAN at

51

Payne

The credit for the beginning of
soccer goes to Sophomore Pete
Parry who organized the squad
of 20 and will act as playing
coach

27k

62

Carries

That initial game pitted Wooster against Ashland which also
begins the sport this year The
next game for the Scots will be
at 400 next Thursday against
Akron also on Shellin Field

K

r

8

Returning from last years
squad afe junior Martin Numbers
and sophomore Kent Bull NewCAPITAL
comers are sophomore Dave Fell
Wittenberg at MUSKINGUM
and three freshman Ryck HundWooster at KENYON
i
ond
redmark Art Toensmeier and Pete
Games Last Saturday
The following day defending Jones
Heidelberg 34 CAPITAL 7
champs Seventh put a 16- game
Due
the
of
manto
shortage
KENYON 27 Wilmington 7
winning streak on the line against
Munson
interall
invites
power
MT
UNION 27 AKRON 0
Eighth while Fifth battles Sixth
the
ested
to
join
runners
team
MUSKINGUM
64 Marietta 6
Co- ordinator Paul
Siskowic
have
the
Otherwise
to
may
sport
55
Otterbein
Defiance
18
who has planned a 36- game
be
dropped
Southern Illinois 30 OHIO
schedule reports that all games
WESLEYAN 13
will begin at 415 at Andrews and
Right now the runners are getWittenberg
Illinois 0
Wagner fields Other first week ting in shape for their first meet
Wooster 44 ASHEAND 14
games are Fourth vs First on with Baldwin- Wallace here on
Wednesday and Third vs Fifth Oct 13 The rest of the schedule
CAPITAL LETTERS indicate
and Sixth vs Douglass on Thurs- is
Wooster opponents
day
Oct 18- HIRAM at Wooster

ASHLAND

FRIDAY

Scots vs Ashland
In Soccer Debut

Another fast- moving colorful
year is promised as the Kenarden
Touch Football League swings into action Monday Oct 3 as Third
faces Fourth and First duels Sec-

119

23
8
13

7 Scots

Again the Eagles were unable
to move after the kickoff and were
forced into a punting situation
However Scot defensive guard
Bob Weinberg blocked the punt
and Dave Brand recovered to give
the Septs the ball on the Eagle 24yard line One play was all Steve
McClellan needed to scoot 24
yards over left tackle to close out
his scoring for the day Reggie
Williams placement was perfect
and the Scots led 31- 7 as the
third quarter ended
Stump Scampers

Seventh Risks Title
In Football League

95

PRINCIPAL BALL CARRIERS
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Other
Menthol
Cigarettes

and so Would Appreciate
Your Consideration

StJi

i

JEFFREY

Jmrar

DIAMONDS
JEWELRY

NOW tome Up All The Way Up
to the MENTHOL MAGIC rfl

WATCHES

of

GIFTS

SILVER

W

D

VIC

PATRICIA

DAMONE

OWENS

An ATLANTIC PICTURES PRODUCTION
An ALLIED ARTISTS GREASE

i

quar-

ter found the Scots with the ball
again after Dave Fraser intercepted an Eagle aerial deep in
Three line
Ashland territory
then Gary
yards
plunges netted 8
Williams dashed through a gaping
hole over right tackle and went 22

STARTING

WEDNESDAY

Time Machine

and
The Day They Robbed
the Bank of England

m

m

1

24-

headlines but without whose
help the offensiveback field
would not be ableTbrnalce
much headway Coach Phil
Shipe is awarding stars to
the three players who contribute1
the best defensive
work as lineman 2 the best
defensive work in the secondary and 3 the best offensive
block of the week
For tjie Ashland game Lu
Wims was the star of the defensive line while Reggie
Williams gets the honor in
the defensive backfleld
Sophomore guard Ralph Amiet earned the third star for
the best offensive block of
the week

Ends Rickert McKenzie Kile Lengel

to a touchdown Gary Williams
scampered 17 yards over right
tackle for the big play of the

series McClellan ripped directly
up the middle for nine yards to
score the touchdown On the PAT
Washburn rolled out to his left
found no one open so ran for
the two- pointer Score at halftime
16- 7 favor of Wooster
Ashland received the secondhalf kickoff but was unable to
move so punted to the Scots on
the home teams 44 yard line
From there the Scots began a sustained march of 56 yards in nine
plays McClellan picked up 40 of
the yards in five carries including
the last 13 on a sweep of left
end for the score Steve also ran
the extra point to make the score

In order to give more
credit to those members of
the offensive and defensive
platoons who do not get the

ASHLAND 14

Dulmage
Tackles Moder King Markworth Altaffer Scarborough
Guards Peepers R Brown Richards
Alftbrose
Centers Ambrose
Brown
Backs D
Keefer
Sharpe
Payne Burner Caldwell Barney
Kettlewell Gordon Schmidt Buchan
an Horrisburger
714
7
ASHLAND
0
0
13- 44
8
15
WOOSTER
8
ASHLAND SCORING- Payne 6 run
Buchanan kick
Gordon 8 pass
from Brown Buchanan kick
WOOSTER SCORING- McClellan 1
16- 7 at Half
run Collins pass from Washburn
Midway through the period
Mcleljan 9 run Washburn run
IjtfcClellan 13 run McClellan run
Ashlands John Caldwell punted
R Williams
McClellan 24 run
44the
Eagle
bounds
of
on
out
G
Williams
22
kick
run run
yard stripe t It took the Scots
Turner 2 run
failed
Gordon
seven plays to cover the 44 yards
kick

Page Five

THE WEEK

STARS

Guards Niehaus Amiet Weinberg
Gordon Pett R Williams
Cejiters Thombs Miller Dahms
Backs Washburn G Williams Turner
McClellan Collins Fraser Crawford
Ferrante Hole Peters

VOICE
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Repair Services

PrilckarJ jewelers
Public Square
Cash

Wooster

Charge Budget Accounts

Your Dollar Buys More
Finest
in Wooster
Jewelry Store

KOOL

When your taste tells you
its time for a change
remember Only Kool
no regular filter cigarette
no other menthol cigarette
kgives you real Menthol Magic

f
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FEEL A

I

NEW SMOOTHNESS
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Inter- College Exchange
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its needs But the Wittenberg
Torch notes that though the
building was constructed with the
idea that it would not be filled
for at least two years it is filletjl
to capacity already rurthermore
although in the last 11 years 21
major building projects and 24
minor ones have been undertaken
the president notes that still needed are a science building music
and drama building mens dormitory dining hall union and community education building
Bowline Green State University
has had a 25 increase in branch
enrollment
largely caused by
necessary registration limitations
at the University itself More students are coming back for second
year subjects than formerly and
science and math courses have in

j

0

J

problem of housing shortage for
married students plans for three
one- story buildings
are being
drawn with a government loan to
help finance the project

Ohio U Enrollment
Ohio Universitys enrollment
has reached a new high with
8200 students The record enrollment and already- critical womens
housing situation meant changing
double rooms to triples for one of
the mens dormitories and changing another mens dormitory into
one for women But the converting of doubles into triples has
caused another problem ihe cafeterias are forced to serve too many
people and long lines result In
about 10 years the university
hopes to have added nine dormitories

twn ntfipr

mrrlis

Although he carried on many
types of research on native folk
music Dr Lings chief personal
source was Viennas noted Dr
Georg Kotek Reputed as the most
outstanding expert on folk music
in Europe Dr Kotek opened his
private library and collection of
folk artifacts to Dr Ling
Aside from research Dr Ling
enjoyed many unusual experiences In Vienna he was granted
And so it appears that Wooster the rare privilege of taper- ecording
Bowling Green a new speech lab- is sharing a
common problem
the famed Stravinsky Mass
oratory with an auditorium seating But well worth the temporary inpresented on Easter Sunday The
275 persons is to be constructed conveniences is the
prospect of recording will be used as an exshortly
final
the
results of our building ample of a live mass for Dr
program
Otterbein Housing
Lings church music class
Otterbein College has recently
completed a freshman housing
supplement which ups dormitory
capacity for men to 160 students
Their this years freshman class
consists of 300 students in comparison with last years 245
Youngstown University with some
440 freshmen states that this is
the largest freshman class in the
history of that school Ohio NorTHAT GO TOGETHER
thern University expected a total
EVERYWHERE
of 1500 enrolled by the end of thei
first week of the fall quarter despite a drop in the number of
freshmen and transfers accepted
Come In and Browse
The University of Toledo has
seen considerable change over the
summer In the field house acoustical ceiling new fluorescent lighting new offices for the coaches and
a laundry have been added Many
of the schools offices have been

The many experiences of Dr
Richard T Gore started in England Dr Gore began his research
at the British Museum when he
studied the manuscripts of church
music dated 1600 to 1660
Here he collected samples of
different anthems and motets on
microfilm On a second trip to
England Dr Gore visited the village of T6nbury Wells existing
since the 13th Century where he
studied manuscripts at the private
library of St Michaels College
Berlin was the Gores main location during their year abroad
where the two younger children attended German schools and Mrs
Gore took a German course for
foreigners Their eldest son studied
in England Dr Gore studied the
music of Heinrich Schutz about
which he wrote a paper f or the
of Church Music
FollowiWthis he undertook
his largest composition project by
revising the complete collection of
Introits and Graduals he had
written for a Canton Ohio
church Writing pieces for organ
and choir completed hjs composing project
v

Sweaters

Shorts

Pants

115-

changed and fluorescent lights installed in the halls Some of the
parking facilities were increased
and surfaced and at present football practice fields and eventually
grounds for the track squad are
being made ready
Rooms at Antioch
The August 12 issue of the Anworried about
Record
tioch
available campus rooms totaling
780 in comparison with the registration number of 933 meaning
approximately 150 students would
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Welcomes the students of
The College of Wooster to
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HOUSE OF RHODES

Jhe start of another exciting year We stand
ready to serve your knitting requirements
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Complete Line of

were opened last week

DINING ROOM

Open Until 1100

junk

BeulaU Becldel

Academic Board Chairman
Angene Hopkins announced
that Kauke rooms 214 and
219 have also been opened
as study rooms 203 and 207
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After a years leave of absence
Dr Stuart J Luig and Dr Richard T Gore have returned to
their home base at Merz Hall
Dr Ling accompanied by his
wife and three daughters spent
his research leave in Vienna AustriaDuring this time he composedrvtotai of 11 works based
on Austrian and German folk
music
One composition the Hofburg
March which the Scot marching
band played at the Ashland football game resulted from Dr
Lings association with Austrias
army band the Band of the Elite
Guard
Working with the group which
guards the Hofburg Palace in
Vienna enabled Dr Ling to study
differences between Austrian and
American band instruments Dr
Ling also composed four suites
an overture theme and variations
toccata and fugue a beguine plus

CATERING

i

fire
But other schools as well
have to find off campus accommoas ours are also battling with the
dations An increase in student
problem
overcrowded housing
body to 1500 over a three to four
and lack of building facilities
year period had been planned but
at present rate of growth this
Wittenberg Torch
Wittenberg University proudly figure would be equalled or sur
passed in the first year instead of
a opening oft a tfour uT
announces the
i
T
e
ikf aim An

Nadcdins Restaurant

During Separate European Sabbaticals

So we think wfeVeGt troubles Here at Wooster everything from delayeHSexfhs one class was informed that
its books were either behind or under other stored items
to being late to classes seems to be blamed on the Hoover

7
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Ling Composes Gore Collects Music

Other Ohio Colleges Overflowing
Suffer Expansion Headaches Too
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